
Devon Bird Watching and Preser-
vation Society (DBWPS) was
formed in 1928. The final chap-
ters follow the development of
this society and its  impact,
through both individual and
group effort, on the knowledge of
birdlife in the county.

It is sometimes forgotten in our
‘information is power’ society that
any society’s greatest assets are its
members, who quietly contribute
so much. In this book, the author is
at great pains to identify and
record all the work carried out
within the county, and the partici-
pants who made this possible. It
would be difficult to imagine the
subject being covered in a better
manner than in this book. David
Jenks, who is the archivist for the
DBWPS, has done a remarkable
job bringing together information
from primary and difficult-to-
obtain secondary sources, and pre-
senting it in such a way that it is
both readable and informative. The
book is well produced, with 24
colour plates and numerous illus-
trations throughout the text.
Although it is not inexpensive, it is
worth every penny and deserves to
be read and referred to by all with
an interest in Devon, its birds, and
its birdwatchers.

To end on a light note, the cover
illustration is delightful. It depicts
members of the DBWPS standing
for a group photograph, shortly
after the founding of the Society. In
this long-gone era, when the pace
of life, and birdwatching, was so
much less stressful than it is today,
people had fewer reservations
about looking individual!

Roger Smaldon

hunters, either for food or as
vermin.

The first list of Devon birds
appeared in the 1590s, and from
this short and rather quaint list
developed the type of recording we
know today. As elsewhere, the first
ornithologists tended to be retired
army men, country parsons, or the
more enlightened members of the
landed gentry. Much space is
devoted to the lives and ornitho-
logical exploits of the likes of
Colonel George Montagu, John
Gatcombe, Charles Dixon, and
D’Urban and Mathew, the authors
of the first comprehensive Devon
avifauna, published in 1892.

The modern age of
ornithology, and latterly bird-
watching, began in the twentieth
century, with the advent of greatly
improved optics, and the fact that
far more people were becoming
interested in the subject. In
Devon, as in many counties, it was
quickly realised that organised
birdwatching, linked with conser-
vation, was an achievable and
worthwhile goal. To this end, the
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Over the last one century or more,
the counties of the UK have largely
been well served by a steady pro-
cession of increasingly comprehen-
sive county avifaunas. Rather
strangely, however, little has been
researched and written about the
groups and individuals that,
through hard work and untold
hours in the field, made these
volumes possible. With this fine
and thoroughly researched book,
David Jenks has ensured that, at
least for Devon, this situation has
been rectified.

This volume covers ornithology
and ornithologists in the county
from the earliest times, beginning
with the prehistoric birds whose
remains were found mainly in the
caves of south Devon. It is
intriguing to read amongst this
wealth of information that the
remains of a Snowy Owl Bubo
scandiacus, the only one known in
southern England from the Pleis-
tocene period, were found in cave
deposits, and also, possibly, Caper-
caillie Tetrao urogallus. The author
then deals with what he terms the
‘pre-ornithological era’, the age
before systematic recording began,
when most of the scant written
statements refer to birds killed by

A HISTORY OF
DEVONSHIRE

ORNITHOLOGY:
A REVIEW OF THE

LITERATURE

By David G. Jenks. Isabelline
Books, Penryn, 2004. 477

pages; 24 colour plates; black-
and-white photographs.

ISBN 0-9542955-4-4.
Hardback, £58.00.

THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF BIRDS: A TREASURY OF MYTHS,
FOLKLORE AND INSPIRATIONAL STORIES

By Adele Nozedar. HarperElement, London, 2006. 534 pages;
line-drawings. ISBN 0-00-721904-9. Hardback, £16.99.

while Selena from Rio (presumably
de Janeiro in Brazil, where the nuts
come from) would like to be a

quail Coturnix but doesn’t know
why. Space is also devoted to ‘cre-
ative visualization based on the
symbolic birds used in the alchem-
ical process’, a phrase which just
about sums up the usefulness of
this volume for readers of BB.

Pete Combridge

According to this book, those born
under the star sign Taurus have an
affinity with bullfinches Pyrrhula,
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THE NATURE GUIDE TO
THE BIEBRZA MARSHES,

POLAND

Crossbill Guide No. 1.
By Dirk Hilbers. KNNV,

Amsterdam, 2005. 107 pages;
colour photographs; maps.

ISBN 90-5011-209-9.
Paperback, €17.95.

THE NATURE GUIDE TO
THE COTO DOÑANA AND
SURROUNDING COASTAL

LOWLANDS

Crossbill Guide No. 2.
By Dirk Hilbers. KNNV,

Amsterdam, 2005. 160 pages;
colour photographs; maps.

ISBN 90-5011-210-2.
Paperback, €19.95.

THE NATURE GUIDE TO
THE BIAłOWIEŻA 

PRIMEVAL FOREST

Crossbill Guide No. 3.
By Dirk Hilbers. KNNV,

Amsterdam, 2005. 144 pages;
colour photographs; maps.

ISBN 90-5011-215-3.
Paperback, €19.95.

THE BIRD ATLAS OF
UGANDA

By Margaret Carswell, Derek
Pomeroy, Jake Reynolds and

Herbert Tushabe. British
Ornithologists’ Club and

British Ornithologists’ Union,
London, 2005. 553 pages;
many distribution maps.

ISBN 0-9522866-4-8.
Hardback, £55.00.

This new series of wildlife guides is
quite different from anything I
have come across before. Having
visited all the areas covered by
these guides on several occasions, I
realise how much easier my task
would have been had these books
been in existence then. The infor-
mation provided is outstanding
and I would thoroughly recom-
mend them to all who travel to
these regions, not least because
30% of profits will be donated to
local conservation schemes. This
whole series, which will eventually
cover many more areas, is a Dutch
idea, and the books are written by
naturalists for naturalists.

Each guide reviews all forms of
wildlife, but the locations covered,
and those planned for the future,
are all primarily key birding sites.
In addition to birds though, each
guide provides information on the
landscape and habitats, and the
flora and fauna of the region. I
found the section on suggested
sites and walks to be particularly
useful. Each site includes a written
description and is accompanied by
a map showing suggested routes.
Within the layout, the authors have
included a series of helpful
symbols that not only indicate the
type of habitat and wildlife you
might encounter, but also suggest

the best mode of transport you
should use to appreciate each site
to the full. This ranges from
walking to driving but also
includes both cycling and
canoeing.

The books are lavishly illus-
trated with colour photographs,
although the quality of some is not
up to the standards of the best
work available today. This is a
minor criticism though. These
guides are well thought out and are
the most practical aides to enjoying
wildlife in some of the most
amazing places in Europe.

Derek Moore

Uganda has a remarkably high
diversity of habitats, which has
resulted in a rich and varied avi-
fauna. This atlas, the 17th for an
African nation, is testimony to this
diversity. Although Uganda’s birds
are now well covered by an excel-
lent field guide, a site guide and a
guide to the country’s Important
Bird Areas, any sense that the job
has been done is soon dismissed.
When you open this atlas, it
becomes immediately apparent just
how little we know about the birds

in this attractive country.
Introductory chapters cover

Uganda’s environment, history of
ornithology, an overview of
Uganda’s birds, conservation, and
bird distribution changes. The
main body of the atlas covers all
1,007 species recorded reliably in
the country. Of these, 822 have a
distribution map, showing older
records to their nearest quarter-
square-degree (QSD) and more
recent records mostly to the nearest
1 km, and a paragraph describing
status, subspecies, habitat prefer-
ences and details of breeding
records for the country. A further
32 species are considered question-
able, being poorly documented for
Uganda, and another 52 claimed
species are discounted as erro-
neous.

The data for this atlas have
been culled from published
accounts, unpublished surveys and,
most significantly, from Uganda’s
National Biodiversity Databank.

No special fieldwork was con-
ducted. Some 33,000 point records
(all post-1990) and around 9,600
pre-1990 records are included.
Although this may sound a lot, it is
actually rather few, considering the
number of species, so coverage is
rather uneven, both by species and
by geography. Undoubtedly the
most significant feature of the atlas
is that the maps also show a ‘pre-
dicted distribution’ for many

All Crossbill Guides can be ordered through www.crossbillguides.org for the above prices, plus postage.



This is a revised edition of an RSPB-branded photographic guide that is
already ‘the UK’s bestselling field guide’. It bears the name of Rob Hume,
current editor of the RSPB members’ magazine Birds, and a former
chairman of BBRC. The publishers, Dorling Kindersley, are famous for
clarity of presentation and the clean white design will be familiar to
anyone who has seen other titles from the same stable. The ‘Photo-
shopped’ photographs, with backgrounds removed, are reminiscent of
the plates in the Kaufman Field Guide to Birds of North America. The
accompanying text, though, is concerned more with anecdotes than
tertial fringes, and firmly targets the beginner rather than the expert. The
flight-pattern diagrams are innovative, and potentially quite useful.

A total of 330 species are given a whole page each but, the book
having European coverage, this means that almost 200 others are
covered at four to a page and with a single small photo. The latter
include several European breeding species, some arguably as common
as those given full coverage, as well as many rare vagrants; even, for
some reason, Senegal Thick-knee Burhinus senegalensis, which has
never been recorded in Europe. Many of the rarities could easily have
been omitted, allowing space for full coverage for all European
breeding species.

It is clear why so many purchasers have been seduced by the attrac-
tive presentation. Photo guides have inevitably improved as good-
quality photographs have become readily available and the ability to
manipulate them has increased. The great majority of photos in this
guide are useful but, for species with a range of plumages, the smaller
photos require some peering at, even for those with good eyesight. The
day when the photo guide replaces the conventional field guide on the
shelf of the BB reader has still not been reached but, despite some
reservations, this is a useful book and it should be on any short-list
recommended to the beginner.

Mike Pennington

This delightful book derives its main
title from W. H. Davies’s famous poem
Leisure. It describes the natural history
of 20 km2 of the Trellech Plateau in
East Monmouthshire, beyond the River
Wye above Tintern. This is the very
country from which, at Cleddon,
Wordsworth, in Tintern Abbey, drew
his ‘thoughts of more deep seclusion’.
About a third of the book deals with
birds.

As the introduction makes clear, the
landscape of farming and Forestry
Commission woodland has not been
immune to the usual declines and
losses among its birdlife, including
many of its more interesting migrants.
All recorded bird species are discussed.
The colour photographs are superb,
with notable life-size studies of Tree
Pipit Anthus trivialis, Dipper Cinclus
cinclus, Siskin Carduelis spinus and
Yellow Wagtail Motacilla flava (the last
being a newly arrived species). The fine
illustrations are supported by a sensi-
tive and perceptive text.

David Ballance
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species, to overcome the data
shortfall. By using established vege-
tation classification and national
rainfall data, the authors predict
species distribution based on the
presence of suitable habitat. Details
of the methodology are given,
although it is not clear whether the
process was peer-reviewed.

These predicted distributions
need to carry a clear ‘health
warning’ because they cannot be
used in the way that people often
use range maps, to help them to
decide what they might have seen.
They are really a set of hypotheses
yet to be tested, and there are
plenty of occasions where they fail,
predicting occurrence in parts of

the country where the species is
known not to occur, and vice versa.
This is particularly noticeable with
highland forest species, which are
predicted to occur in the Lake Vic-
toria basin forests despite the fact
that they clearly do not, and with a
number of species known to be
confined to the Albertine Rift
forests in the far west, which are
predicted to occur right across the
country. Presumably, the two vari-
ables chosen are simply insufficient
to explain complex distributions.
Nonetheless, there are many
species for which the predicted dis-
tributions appear to be quite satis-
factory. If, however, you remain
unconvinced by the value of the

predicted distributions, you can
easily refer solely to the QSD and
point records. It soon becomes
apparent that even a relatively
casual birdwatching visit to the
country is likely to generate signifi-
cant distributional information.

This is a thorough and well-
researched atlas which will become
the leading authority for Uganda
for some time to come. It can be
hoped that the maps will encourage
many more to share the contents of
their notebooks to fill the gaps in
the data. The National Biodiversity
Databank should benefit greatly
from this publication.

Jeremy Lindsell

BIRDS OF BRITAIN AND EUROPE

By Rob Hume.
Dorling Kindersley, London, New York, Munich, Melbourne and

Delhi. 456 pages; numerous colour photographs.
ISBN 1-4053-0753-6. Paperback, £16.99.

TIME TO STARE: WILDLIFE IN 
A CORNER OF BRITAIN 

By Ray Armstrong. Grice Chapman
Publishing, Burgh-next-Aylsham,
2005. 144 pages; many coloured

photographs. ISBN 0-9545726-6-1.
Paperback, £19.95 inc. p&p from
publisher: PO Box 1135, Norwich

NR10 3WU.



As the title suggests, this book is
very much a collection of pho-
tographs that depict the rich and
varied avifauna of one of Scot-
land’s most beautiful islands.
Species that breed, winter or pass

through as migrants in spring and
autumn are included, thus very
much giving a good ‘feel’ to what
the island offers as a birdwatching
destination and what one is likely
to see.

A useful introductory section
describes the various habitats and
indeed their respective avian
denizens. As for the photographs
themselves, most are of good
quality but many have suffered
from inferior scanning and colour
fidelity. I also feel that more could
have been done to enhance the
design of the book, which lacks
‘punch’ and is more akin to some-

thing published in the 1970s.
Another minor gripe is the inclu-
sion of a few anomalous picture
captions, e.g. ‘Robin feeding on
hawthorn berries’ – which it clearly
isn’t!

Criticisms aside, this book
would go hand in hand with
Ogilvie’s The Birds of Islay and thus
combined they provide the most
up-to-date source of ornithological
information for anybody visiting
the ‘Queen of the Hebrides’.

Hugh Harrop
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THE BIRDS OF ISLAY:
A CELEBRATION IN

PHOTOGRAPHS 

By Gordon Langsbury and
Malcolm Ogilvie. Lochindaal
Press, Islay, 2006. 160 pages;

177 colour photographs.
ISBN 0-9551146-0-8.

Paperback, £17.50.

This solidly bound and attractively
printed book is the complementary
volume to the same society’s Atlas
des Oiseaux Nicheurs de Normandie
et des Iles Anglo-Normandes (Caen
1991), but this volume excludes the
Channel Islands. The fieldwork for
the breeding atlas was carried out
from 1985 to 1988, while this book
provides an update covering the
period 1998 to 2001. It includes
five Departements, from east to
west – Seine-Maritime, Eure, Orne,
Calvados and Manche – a region
which the authors divide into 22
ecological areas. From a British
point of view, this is the coast
facing us across the English
Channel from about Dungeness to

Portland Bill, and its hinterland,
reaching southeast to within about
50 km of Paris: a land of many
battle honours from 1944. The unit
employed is a rectangle measuring
13.5 × 10 km, four of which make
up one of the French 1:50,000 map
series.

The text is written entirely in
French. Those without the lan-
guage will miss the excellent intro-
duction, better written than those
in many of our own county avi-
faunas and combining a lightness
of touch with detailed analysis of
habitats, as in the section on the
‘Bocage’. This is the land of high-
hedged pastures and orchards
which, like our own, have seen
great changes in the last 50 years.

The work has much to teach
Anglo-Saxons who still imagine
that no Fieldfare Turdus pilaris or
Brambling Fringilla montifringilla
is safe from the peasant’s pot, and
that ornithology is confined to
Buffon’s successors in museums.
Some 250 observers contributed to
this survey. British influence is
acknowledged in the ‘zones pavil-
lonnaires’ of the suburbs, where
feeders and bird tables are now
found, and Song Thrushes T.

philomelos and Blackbirds T.
merula have lost their fear. The
British reader looking through the
maps will be attracted by those
species which are only 100 miles
from our shores but cannot make
the necessary leap of La Manche:
Black Woodpeckers Dryocopus
martius press relentlessly west-
wards; there are some Zitting Cisti-
colas Cisticola juncidis along the
coast; Crested Tits Lophophanes
cristatus winter in 82% of the rec-
tangles and appear at feeders; and a
few Common Cranes Grus grus are
now found in coastal bays. Other
species have receded: Crested Larks
Galerida cristata (which, like
London’s House Sparrows Passer
domesticus, were linked to a high
population of horses) are now con-
fined to the east of Eure; Wood
Larks Lullula arborea are erratic;
Cirl Buntings Emberiza cirlus have
decreased, but may benefit from
programmes designed to restore
orchards and hedges. The effects of
autumn ploughing are as drastic as
they are in Britain.

David Ballance 

ATLAS DES OISEAUX DE
NORMANDIE EN HIVER

Co-ordinated by Bruno Lang.
Le Cormoran, Journal of Le

Groupe Ornithologique
Normand, Vol. 13, 2004.
232 pages; many colour
photographs; drawings;

distribution maps. No price
given. Available from the

Groupe at Universit, 14032
CAEN CEDEX, France.

Peter Spierenburg was fortunate to
live and work in Bhutan from early

1997 to mid 2002, and his job –
assisting the Nature Conservation

Division of the Royal Government
of Bhutan with the conservation
and development programmes in
their national parks – enabled him
to travel extensively in the country
at all times of the year, often
trekking to remote areas that

BIRDS IN BHUTAN: STATUS AND DISTRIBUTION

By Peter Spierenburg. Oriental Bird Club, Bedford, 2005. 383 pages;
line-drawings, figures, maps. ISBN 0-9529545-1-6. Hardback, £45.00.



tourists cannot visit.
In this sturdy and well-pro-

duced new book, the author has
combined his own considerable
ornithological observations with
all other records, both historical
and recent. He acknowledges the
great help and encouragement he
received from the Oriental Bird
Club, most particularly from Tim
and Carol Inskipp, who themselves
had made several visits to Bhutan
in the early 1990s. Several foreign
bird-tour companies have made
significant contributions during a
total of some 40 tours since 1994. A
small but increasing number of
Bhutanese observers have also con-
tributed a significant input of
records. A database of over 91,000
records of 640 species, up to June
2002, was established and analysed.

The 32 extremely lucid intro-
ductory pages cover the method-
ology of analysis and data
presentation, but also give fasci-
nating accounts of the ornitholog-
ical history of Bhutan, the
extremely rich habitats and altitu-
dinal zones, the migrational pat-

other relevant information.
Reading carefully and studying the
figures reveals that there are still
considerable gaps in the knowledge
of Bhutan’s avifauna. Although I
am not always a fan of vignettes,
the majority of the selection (by
some 15 artists) scattered through
this book are excellent. Production
costs probably prevented the inclu-
sion of a few colour photographs
of a selection of montane and tem-
perate-forest habitats and, perhaps,
Phobjikha Valley, the most impor-
tant wintering marshland site for
Black-necked Cranes Grus nigri-
collis, holding up to 260 birds.

The fantastic front-cover
painting of a Ward’s Trogon
Harpactes wardi by Jan Wilczur will
encourage anyone interested in
birds to pick up this book, and
once you browse inside you will
want to buy it. Peter Spierenburg
and the Oriental Bird Club are to
be congratulated on a magnificent
addition to the Asian ornitholog-
ical literature.

Nick Dymond

terns and seasonality of residents,
winter visitors and summer visi-
tors, and the threats and conserva-
tion issues facing the country. After
the main species accounts, there is
an eight-page list of references, a
map showing the location of ten
main birding sites and descriptions
of those sites, and an update of sig-
nificant records since June 2002,
including five new species for
Bhutan.

In the species accounts, 153
species are classified as vagrants or
rare passage migrants and are dealt
with in 3–12 lines of text. For the
remaining 487 species, there is a
Bhutan map with all confirmed
records plotted on 5 × 5 minute
grid squares overlying a portrayal
by three shades of green of prob-
able winter, all-season and summer
altitudinal ranges. There is also a
seasonal distribution histogram of
individual records by altitude per
month, and a text giving the
breeding and wintering range
within or outwith Bhutan, pre-
ferred habitats, abundance and
densities, seasonality, and much
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This CD gives 26 examples of birds
mimicking sounds made by other
birds or human activity. Most
examples given are from European
species. Although we might auto-
matically think of Common Star-
ling Sturnus vulgaris as a mimic,
Calandra Lark Melanocorypha
calandra, Blyth’s Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus dumetorum, Marsh
Warbler A. palustris and Red-
backed Shrike Lanius collurio are
serious mimics too. Indeed, there
are many other examples where
species pick up sounds and include
them in their songs. Looking back
through old issues of British Birds,
you will find that the subject has
been raised many times.

European examples of mimicry
on this CD (with their subject) are
Corn Bunting Emberiza calandra
(Yellowhammer E. citrinella),
Eurasian Jay Garrulus glandarius
(Common Buzzard Buteo buteo
and horse), Blackbird Turdus
merula (European Golden Plover
Pluvialis apricaria), Great Tit Parus
major (Eurasian Nuthatch Sitta
europaea), Whinchat Saxicola
rubetra (Bullfinch Pyrrhula
pyrrhula), Song Thrush T.
philomelos (Common Quail
Coturnix coturnix), Spotless Star-
ling Sturnus unicolor (European
Scops Owl Otus scops), Sky Lark
Alauda arvensis (Eurasian Curlew
Numenius arquata), Woodchat
Shrike Lanius senator (Wryneck
Jynx torquilla), Calandra Lark
(Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis),
Northern Wheatear Oenanthe
oenanthe (Meadow Pipit Anthus
pratensis), Blackcap Sylvia atri-
capilla (Common Nightingale Lus-
cinia megarhynchos), Bullfinch
(human whistles) and Common

Raven Corvus corax (human voice).
Of these, the Marsh Warbler is
simply amazing, the track lasting
over ten minutes and including
sounds from the songs and calls of
Great Tit, Blackbird, Magpie Pica
pica, Greenfinch Carduelis chloris
and Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica!
Three examples from Australia are
included: Superb Lyrebird Menura
novaehollandiae (four species),
Budgerigar Melopsittacus undulatus
(human voice) and Fawn-breasted
Bowerbird Chlamydera cerviniven-
tris (absolutely anything!). The
only North American example is of
Northern Mockingbird Mimus
polyglottos , while Lawrence’s
Thrush Turdus lawrencii is the only
South American example.

In each case the mimicked
birds’ calls are played first and are
followed by those of the mimic.
This is not designed for bird iden-
tification but is worth buying for
the interest alone.

Keith Betton

BIRD MIMICRY

By Richard Ranft. British
Library, London, 2006.

67 minutes.
ISBN 0-7123-0529-7.

CD, £9.95.
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